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Abstract
We investigate the nature of the experimentally signicant electroweak bosonic loop
corrections to the leptonic weak mixing angle, the leptonic Z-boson decay width, and the
W-boson mass. It is shown that these bosonic corrections are related to the change in
energy scale between muon decay and the corresponding process at the scale of the heavy
gauge bosons, namely W-boson decay. An analysis of the above-mentioned observables is
performed in which the pure fermion-loop corrections, the combined contribution of the
fermion-loop and bosonic scale-change corrections, and the full Standard Model predictions
are compared with the data presented at the 1995 Summer Conferences. Moreover it is
shown that, if the (theoretical value of the) leptonic width of the W boson is used as
input parameter instead of the Fermi constant G

, no further bosonic loop corrections are
necessary for compatibility between theory and experiment.
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1 Introduction
The data taken at the Z-boson resonance at LEP1 and the determination of the W-boson
mass provide the most stringent test of the electroweak Standard Model (SM) at present.
As previously emphasized [1], genuine precision tests of the electroweak theory require an
experimental accuracy that allows to distinguish between the pure fermion-loop and the
full one-loop predictions of the theory. This accuracy was rst reached in 1994. Indeed,
by systematically discriminating between fermion-loop (vacuum-polarization) corrections
to the , Z and W

propagators and the full one-loop results, it was found [2, 3] that con-
tributions beyond fermion loops are required for consistency with the experimental results
on the leptonic Z-peak observables and the W-boson mass. While the pure fermion-loop
predictions were shown to be incompatible with the data on the leptonic Z-boson decay
width  
l






, the complete one-loop prediction
of the SM provides a consistent description of the experimental results. Accordingly, the
data have become sensitive to bosonic radiative corrections and thus provide quantitative
tests of the non-Abelian gauge structure of the standard electroweak theory.
The analysis in Ref. [2] is based on an eective Lagrangian [4] for electroweak interac-
tions that incorporates possible sources of SU(2) violation in the leptonic sector via three
eective parameters, x, y, and ". They parametrize SU(2) breaking in the vector-
boson masses, in the couplings of the vector bosons to charged leptons and in the mixing
among the neutral vector bosons. In the analysis based on this eective Lagrangian the
parameters x, y, and " are directly related to observables and are thus manifestly
gauge-independent quantities. Their theoretical predictions incorporate the full SM ra-
diative corrections. We remark that the parameters x, y, and " are related by linear
combinations to the parameters "
i
(i = 1; 2; 3) of Ref. [5], which were introduced by isolat-
ing the leading terms of the top-quark mass dependence. Apart from emerging naturally
from symmetry breaking in an underlying eective Lagrangian, the parameters x, y,
and " are particularly convenient for investigating the relevance of radiative corrections
beyond fermion loops. The evaluation of the parameters in the SM shows that the bosonic
loop corrections required for consistency with the data are completely contained in only
one of the parameters, namely y, while x and " are suciently well approximated by
x  x
ferm
and "  "
ferm
. While y is at present the only parameter in which standard
bosonic contributions are signicant, it is totally insensitive to the Higgs sector of the SM;
it does not even show a logarithmic dependence for a heavy Higgs-boson mass.
The analysis of Ref. [2] was extended in Ref. [3] by including also the hadronic decay
modes of the Z boson.
The investigations performed in Refs. [2, 3] dier from related work [6] that is con-







)-Born approximation contains fermion-loop corrections to the photon
propagator only, in Refs. [2, 3] the full fermion-loop predictions are compared with the ex-
perimental data and the complete SM result, thus exploring the nature of the electroweak
loop corrections and revealing that in fact bosonic electroweak corrections are required for
consistency with the data. The experimental evidence for bosonic loop corrections was
also explored for the single observable s
2
W





In the present work we further investigate the nature of those bosonic corrections that
are accessible by the present experimental accuracy using the most recent 1995 data [9].
As mentioned above, non-fermionic corrections give a sizable contribution only to the
eective parameter y. This parameter connects the charged-current coupling measured












, with its neutral-current counterpart at the Z-boson











(0). The parameter y thus receives
contributions from two dierent sources. It incorporates a change in energy scale from
the low-energy process muon decay to the energy scale of the LEP1 observables, i.e. the
Z-boson mass. In addition it describes isospin breaking between the neutral-current and
charged-current interactions at the Z-boson mass scale. In order to analyze the relative size
of both contributions to y, it is appropriate to consider the charged-current coupling at







), deduced from the W-boson decay width into














, is largely dominated by the bosonic loop











) measured via muon and W-boson decay, respectively. The bosonic














), on the other hand, is small in the standard electroweak theory when compared
with present (and even future) experimental accuracy. The bosonic corrections to which
current precision data are sensitive can therefore be traced back to a scale-change eect.
By introducing the W-boson decay width as input parameter instead of the low-energy
quantity G

one could in principle carry out an analysis in which the scale-change con-
tribution does not occur at all. Using the SM theoretical value of the leptonic W-boson
width as input, it will be shown explicitly that in such an analysis omission of the standard
bosonic corrections does not lead to a signicant deviation between theory and experiment.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2 we analyze the scale-change and isospin-
breaking contributions to the parameter y. In Sect. 3 we discuss the signicance of the
bosonic corrections in a scheme where the leptonic W-boson width is taken from theory
and used as an input parameter instead of G

. Final conclusions are drawn in Sect. 4.
The appendix provides some auxiliary formulae.
2 Scale-change and isospin-breaking contributions to
the parameter y
2.1 Denitions




for LEP1 observables introduced in
Refs. [2, 3, 4]. In the leptonic sector SU(2)-breaking eects are quantied by the param-























































































In this section we focus on the parameter y, which is the only one incorporating sig-





































In Refs. [2, 3, 4] the charged-current coupling g
W

was dened with respect to muon decay,














According to (2), y describes both the change from 0 to M
Z
in the energy scale and
the transition from the charged-current to the neutral-current sector. It is our aim in this








) at the W-boson mass shell.









































































































3=(4)) by convention. It is related to the convention chosen in the treatment of
the photonic corrections to the leptonic Z-boson decay width  
l
[2, 3, 4]. The photonic
contributions to  
l
are pure QED corrections giving rise to a factor (1 + 3=(4)) that is
split o and not included in x, y, and ". For the decay of the W boson, however, it is not
possible to uniquely separate the QED contribution from the other one-loop corrections.
As isospin breaking is associated with electromagnetic interactions, a meaningful denition
of y
IB
necessarily requires to treat the photonic corrections on the same footing in both
the neutral and charged vector boson decay. One possibility to achieve this would be
to include all photonic contributions into the bosonic corrections both for Z-boson and
W-boson decay. Equivalently, as far as the magnitude of y
IB
is concerned, one may keep
the convention for the correction factor (1+3=(4)) in the leptonic Z-boson decay width
 
l




This is the procedure adopted in (6). The appearance of c
2
0
in the correction factor in the
3
W-boson decay width is due to the rotation in isospin space relating the physical eld Z
to the eld W
0
entering the SU(2) isotriplet. Numerically the correction term introduced
in (6) amounts to c
2
0
3=(4) = 1:3  10
 3
. Even though the convention chosen in (6)
is well justied, it is worth noting that a dierent treatment of the photonic corrections,
e.g. omission of the correction factor in (6), would only lead to minor changes that do not
inuence our nal conclusions.








































where the index \SC" means \scale change". Inserting (8) into (9) and comparing with
























































which allows to determine y
SC
(and consequently also y
IB
) both experimentally and
theoretically.
It should be noted at this point that the scale-change eect discussed here does not cor-











), being dened with reference to muon decay and W-boson decay, respec-
tively, are obviously process-dependent quantities. Accordingly, the bosonic contributions
to y
SC
(and also to y and y
IB
) are process-dependent. As these three parameters
are directly related to observables, i.e. to complete S-matrix elements, all of them are
manifestly gauge-independent.
Besides the splitting of the contributions to y into scale-change and isospin-breaking
eects, the present analysis proceeds precisely along the lines outlined in Refs. [2, 3, 4].
All formulae listed there remain valid.
2.2 Predictions in the Standard Model
In order to derive the Standard Model prediction for y
SC
, we have evaluated the one-
loop corrections to the leptonic decay W ! l
l
, (l = e; ;  ), where the leptons and light
quarks are treated as massless and the bremsstrahlung corrections integrated over the full
phase space are included in the width. For the calculation of the radiative corrections we
have applied standard techniques, which are e.g. reviewed in Ref. [10]. We have checked
that our result for the O() corrections to  
W
l
is in agreement with the result of Ref. [11],
where the O() corrected  
W
l
is given for arbitrary fermion masses.
4


















































































) denotes the fermion-loop contribution to the transverse part of the un-






is introduced. As can be










) does not give rise to log (m
t
)
























  8:01  10
 3
; (13)




becomes irrelevant for the contribution of an innitely heavy top quark in the loop, i.e. the




ing to the denition (9), shows that in analogy to the QED case the fermion loops lead to











The fermion-loop contribution to y
IB
can directly be obtained from (10) of the pre-
vious section and formulae (19), (A.1) of Ref. [2]. We give the dominant term in the limit


































up to terms of O(1=m
2
t





















. Table 1 shows that for reasonable values
of the top-quark mass the asymptotic expansions (13) and (14) obtained for an innitely






within 1  10
 3
,
justifying the terminology \dominant".






to y. They are insensitive to
variations in the Higgs-boson mass M
H
, as in particular they do not contain a log (M
H
)
term for large M
H
. The absence of a log (M
H




was analyzed in Ref. [12] where it was shown that the heavy-Higgs limit of y in the SM
coincides with the prediction in the Higgs-less (non-renormalizable) massive vector-boson
theory (i.e. the SU(2)U(1) gauged non-linear -model) which corresponds to the SM in
the unitary gauge without physical Higgs eld. The lack of a log(M
H
) term in y can
also be understood from the (custodial) SU(2)
C
symmetry of the SM. Even though loop
corrections do not necessarily respect this symmetry, SU(2)
C
-breaking terms generated




















120  7:57  7:42  0:15
180  6:27  7:79 1:52

















100 13:72 12:47 1:25
300 13:62 12:42 1:20
1000 13:61 12:41 1:20










to naive dimensional analysis. This result can be read o from the general eective one-
loop Lagrangian [13] which quanties the dierence between the SM with a heavy Higgs
boson and the massive vector-boson theory. For the SU(2)
C




suppression implies the absence of a log(M
H
) term, in distinction from " which
corresponds to an SU(2)
C
-conserving interaction and contains a log(M
H
) term, although










) term naively expected for this dim-2 interaction
term is absent.
Consequently, in the limit M
H


























































































































The denitions of the function f
2




are given in App. B.




(dom) = 12:41  10
 3
: (16)
Comparison of (16) with the values of y
SC
bos






(dom) is suciently accurate for all practical purposes. For completeness,
we nevertheless give the numerically irrelevant terms of O(1=M
2
H
) in the appendix.
As can be seen from (13), (16) and Tab. 1, the fermionic and bosonic corrections to
y
SC




The analytic result for the isospin-breaking contribution y
IB
bos
can be obtained using
formulae (20), (22), (A.2) of Ref. [2] and (33){(38) of Ref. [3]. In the limit of an innitely




























































































































































= 1:20  10
 3
: (17)
The Higgs-mass dependent remainder part of y
IB
bos
, which is explicitly given in App. A,
is again numerically completely negligible (see Tab. 1).
It is worth noting that our investigation of y
SC
, as a by-product, has lead to a




According to (11),  
W
l





























where the SM prediction for y
SC




terms of x, y, " is given in Refs. [2, 3].
2.3 Discussion











, respectively. In Fig. 1 we have plotted the SM one-loop















300GeV). The error band in Fig. 1 indicates the experimental value of y, which reads
y
exp
= (5:4 4:3) 10
 3











(see (20) below) by the method described in Ref. [4].
Fig. 1 rst of all displays the above-mentioned fact that the pure fermion-loop con-
tribution y
ferm
is not sucient to achieve agreement with y
exp












shows the log (m
t
)-
dependence which enters through y
IB
ferm
. In contrast to y
ferm
, the complete one-loop




, is in perfect accordance with the data. Since y
ferm
can
reliably be calculated from the experimentally well-known couplings of leptons and quarks
this conrms the observation [2, 3] that the data have indeed become sensitive to the SM













































as a function of m
t






corresponds to the small contribution of y
IB
bos
. The experimental value of y, y
exp
=
(5:4 4:3)  10
 3
, is indicated by the error band.
8
It can furthermore clearly be seen from Fig. 1 that y
SC
bos
constitutes by far the dom-
inant part of the bosonic contributions to y. Combining the complete fermionic con-
tribution y
ferm
with the bosonic scale-change contribution y
SC
bos
leads to a consistent
description of the current precision data, while the contribution of y
IB
bos
does not give rise
to a signicant eect.
As a consequence of these results on y and previous results [2, 3] on x and " we
nd that the eective parameters x, y, " are well approximated by
x  x
ferm





; "  "
ferm
; (19)




to y leads to results that deviate from the complete one-loop prediction for
the eective parameters by less than the experimental errors.
It is worth demonstrating this fact not only for the eective parameters but also ex-










. This is done in Figs. 2{5, where the 68%











)-space is shown together with the full SM prediction, the pure fermion-














also apply to all other theoretical predictions. They originate from the errors of the input
parameters and are dominated by the error of (M
2
Z
) given in (22) below. The projec-











)-space correspond to the 83% C.L. ellipse in each plane, while the projections onto the
individual axes correspond to the 94% C.L. there. In addition to the three-dimensional
plots in Fig. 2, the projections in each coordinate plane are also shown in separate plots
in Figs. 3{5 for better illustration.
As input for our analysis we have used the most recent experimental data [9],
M
Z
= 91:1884  0:0022GeV;
 
l
















) = 0:123  0:006: (20)
We restrict our analysis to the LEP value of s
2
W




= 0:23143  0:00028 [9], does not signicantly aect our results. The data in
(20) are supplemented by the Fermi constant
G














































)-space and comparison with the full SM prediction (connected
lines) and the pure fermion-loop prediction (single line with cubes). The full SM prediction
is shown for Higgs-boson masses of M
H
= 100GeV (line with diamonds), 300GeV, and
1TeV parametrized by m
t
ranging from 100{240GeV in steps of 20GeV. In the pure
fermion-loop prediction the cubes also indicate steps in m
t
of 20GeV starting with m
t
=




the corresponding error bars, which also apply to all other theoretical predictions. The


































)-space and comparison with the theoretical prediction obtained











(compare (9)). The theoretical prediction
is parametrized by m
t
ranging from 100{240GeV in steps of 20GeV. The projections onto


























Fig. 3a) Fig. 3b)



















)-plane. In Fig. 3a the pure fermion-loop prediction is
indicated by the single line, the squares denote steps of 20GeV in m
t
. The full SM predic-
tion is shown for Higgs-boson masses of M
H
= 100GeV (dotted with diamonds), 300GeV
(long-dashed-dotted) and 1TeV (short-dashed-dotted) parametrized by m
t
ranging from
100{240GeV in steps of 20GeV. Fig. 3b shows the theoretical prediction obtained by




































Fig. 4a) Fig. 4b)




































Fig. 5a) Fig. 5b)









which was taken from the recent updates [14] of the evaluation of the hadronic vacuum
polarization.





= 100   240GeV the theoretical prediction taking into account only
fermion-loop corrections, i.e. using the approximation
x  x
ferm
; y  y
ferm
; "  "
ferm
: (23)
The three connected lines show the full SM predictions. They correspond to M
H
=
100; 300; 1000GeV, respectively, and m
t
is again varied from m
t
= 100 240GeV. In both







have also been included (see Ref. [3]). Comparison of Figs. 3a{5a with the corresponding
plots given in Ref. [2] on the basis of the 1994 data shows that the experimental error
has signicantly decreased. The full SM prediction is in agreement with the data for the
empirical value of the top-quark mass, m
t
= 180  12GeV, which is obtained from the
experimental results of CDF and D [15]. The pure fermion-loop predictions, on the other
hand, dier from the data by several standard deviations, which clearly illustrates the sen-
sitivity of the data to SM bosonic loop eects. For m
t
= 180GeV the pure fermion-loop













= 0:88358  0:00013;
 
l;ferm
= 85:299  0:012MeV; (24)
which deviate from the experimental values by  13, 1:9 and 9:8, respectively. As




) given in (22). The (M
2
Z




= 0:23112  0:00023;
c
0




= 83:563  0:012MeV; (25)
corresponding to a deviation of  2:2,  1:9 and  2:6, respectively, from the experi-
mental data. The fact that the values in (25) are closer to the empirical data and the full
SM predictions than the fermion-loop prediction (24) is a consequence of the cancellation
between fermionic and bosonic contributions in the single parameter y.
Figs. 2b{5b show the theoretical predictions obtained by combining the pure fermion-
loop prediction with the (M
H








fermion-loop contribution is sucient to obtain a theoretical prediction that is in agree-
ment with the data. It is very close to the full SM prediction, i.e. the dierence between
these predictions is below experimental resolution.
We therefore conclude that the bosonic corrections required for consistency between










and the theoretical predictions in
































the bosonic corrections required by the precision data can be identied as an eect of
changing the energy scale from the low-energy process muon decay to the energy scale of
W-boson decay. All other bosonic eects, in particular the log(M
H
)-dependent vacuum-




, are below experimental resolution
for Higgs-boson masses in the perturbative regime, i.e. below  1TeV.
The three-dimensional plot of Fig. 2a furthermore illustrates in how far the data are
sensitive to variations in the Higgs-boson mass. If m
t
is xed, the intersection of the 68%
C.L. volume with the lines representing the full SM prediction shows a certain sensitivity
to the Higgs-boson mass. It can also be seen, however, that in the direction in three-




) is sizable also the uncertainty








After having identied the source of the important bosonic corrections in the analysis of the
precision data as a scale-change eect related to the use of the low-energy input parameter
G

, it is evident that these large bosonic corrections could be avoided by expressing the










in terms of input parameters




instead of the Fermi constant G

as an input parameter.
In the language of the eective Lagrangian L
C














) dened via the W-boson width  
W
l















), and accordingly the contribution of y
SC
, does not occur. The radiative










are completely contained in the pa-
rameters x, y
IB















of the observables are



































































The relations between the observables and the eective parameters x, y
IB


















































































































The small parameter  (  10
 4
in the SM), which describes parity violation in the
photonic coupling at the Z-boson mass scale, has been dened in Ref. [3]. The relations
(28) are simply obtained from eqs. (16) of Ref. [3], where the observables are expressed in































which explicitly illustrates that the contribution of y
SC




. Linearizing (28) in x, y
IB















































































































































input quantities. Assuming (hypothetically) the same experimental accuracy as in the
\G








) and an experimental value of  
W
l




-scheme would be possible by solely including the pure fermion-loop predictions in the
eective parameters.
At present a data analysis using the  
W
l
-scheme would of course not be sensible owing to




= (2:080:07)GeV for the total decay width of the W-boson and (10:70:5)%




13)MeV showing that the experimental error in  
W;exp
l
at present is about two orders of
magnitude larger than the error in the leptonic Z-boson width (see (20)) and obviously
much larger than the one in G

(see (21)).
Even though a precise experimental input value for  
W
l
is not available it is nevertheless
instructive to simulate the analysis in the  
W
l









= 300GeV one obtains  
W
l




SM. One should note that our procedure here is technically analogous to commonly used
parametrizations of radiative corrections where, for instance in the on-shell scheme (see




an actual evaluation M
W









































20:8  14:3  1:8  1:7 1:7



















in the simulated  
W
l











= 180GeV and M
H
= 300GeV. The relative experimental error of the observables is
also indicated.





indeed strongly aects the relative size of the fermionic and bosonic contributions entering
each observable, we have given in Tab. 2 the relative values of the SM one-loop fermionic














-scheme based on the input value  
W
l
= 226:3MeV. The size of the radiative
corrections in the two schemes is compared with the relative experimental error of the
observables (see (20)). Table 2 shows that in the G











-scheme, on the other hand, these corrections are smaller by an order of




are smaller than the experimental error in both schemes. It can furthermore
be seen in Tab. 2 that the cancellation between fermionic and bosonic corrections related




The explicit values for the pure fermion-loop predictions of the observables at one loop



















Comparison with the experimental values of the observables given in (20) shows that




-scheme and the data, i.e. they agree within one standard deviation. This
has to be contrasted to the situation in the G

-scheme, where the pure fermion-loop
predictions dier from the data by several standard deviations (see (24) Fig. 2a{5a).
In summary, we have demonstrated that after replacing the low-energy quantity G

by the high-energy observable  
W
l











, no corrections beyond fermion loops are required in order to consistently







-scheme is of no practical use for analyzing these precision data, from a
17
theoretical point of view it shows that the only bosonic corrections of signicant magnitude





In this paper we have investigated which kind of standard electroweak bosonic loop cor-
rections are signicant in the comparison between theory and present precision data. The





, which are not inu-




. The experimental uncertainty in the hadronic sector enters only via
the input parameter (M
2
Z





The nature of the bosonic corrections relevant at the present level of experimental
accuracy can conveniently be analyzed in terms of the eective parameters x, y and "
being introduced on the basis of an eective Lagrangian that quanties dierent sources
of SU(2) violation. As previously noted, non-fermionic corrections are only required in the
single parameter y which in turn is practically independent of the Higgs sector of the
theory.
By studying the bosonic contributions entering y we have shown that the bosonic
corrections needed for an agreement between the SM predictions and the current precision
data can be identied as an eect of the change in energy scale from the low-energy
process muon decay to the energy scale of the LEP observables. More precisely, the
bosonic corrections resolved by the precision experiments are just those furnishing the
transition from the low-energy parameter G
















-scheme), the signicant bosonic corrections only appear in the description of low-


















input parameter is limited at present due to the large experimental error of the W-boson




Indeed, no further corrections beyond fermion loops are needed in this case in order to
achieve agreement with the data within one standard deviation.
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Appendix






In Sect. 2 we have split the parameters y
SC;IB
bos




mainder parts containing the M
H
-dependence, which is numerically completely negligible.














































































































































































































totically zero for h!1.
B Auxiliary functions
Here we list the explicit expressions for the auxiliary functions which have been used in





. As dened in Ref. [2], f
1;2

































































































































































































































log(1  t);   < arc(1  x) < : (B.5)
The rst three arguments of the C
0
-function label the external momenta squared, the last
three the inner masses of the corresponding vertex diagram.
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